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From USA Today Best Selling Author Raymond L. Weil comes the first book in the Originator Wars

series.The Lost Fleets have settled on an Originator Dyson Sphere in preparation for their greatest

test yet. A great enemy is spreading across the universe conquering galaxy after galaxy.The few

surviving Originators have asked Fleet Admiral Jeremy Strong to fight a war against their most

hated enemy, the Anti-Life. If he fails to stop their advance, then the entire universe could be in

danger.Rear Admiral Kathryn Barnes sets out on a desperate quest. She must find the missing

Originators who fled into deep space millions of years in the past to escape a deadly disease. If they

are to have any hope of winning this intergalactic war, the missing Originators must be found.
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I've been reading the Slaver War series since the beginning and it has continually evolved and just

keeps getting better. The "spin off" Originator Wars continues on from the successful end of the

Slaver War with basically the same cast of main characters and even better sub-plots. I'm not going

to write much about the story per se. I don't want to spoil it for future SiFi readers, but this is the best



one yet between the two series. If you have not read the Slaver Wars some parts of the story line in

this book will not make much sense or will be harder to understand the complex characters and why

their interactions are what they are. Do yourself a favor and go read the predecessor Slaver Wars

first. They are quite good novels and if you are a SciFi fan you'll love them. As an added bonus, by

the time you finish them and this novel maybe the author will have published the next installment of

this story line...

The entire Series keeps me coming back for more. On that note though, I may wait till I'm sure Mr

Weil has completed it. It's hard to read another book...AND HE'S NOT FINISHED YET!

Recommended as a fantastic read for anyone that enjoys some serious plot twists, aliens, battles of

all sorts and the lives of the defenders of Humanity and the Universe as a whole!

I find this book a very interesting read. The special 5 continues to serve humanity in fighting a

determined enemy with new allies. The technology introduced adds a lot to the story. Mr Weil has

taken the effort to develop the characters. This style of story appeals to me with its combination of

military action and well developed plots for the characters.

A MUST read! Spellbinding from start to finish, with twists and turns in a mesmerizing tale! A brilliant

weaving of plots and subplots, with vivid details of the major and minor characters. They come to life

with masterful detail that impresses them upon your mind, and makes it easy to remember them

throughout the entirety of the book. This is sci-fi at its best!

I really enjoy the originators, the AI's, and the warrior robots. I also like all the creative branches off

the original story. I am looking forward to war with the Eternals. I am hoping that the great bear is

found. I hate it when a major character is killed. I would like to see more AI's like Clarissa and Ariel,

a lot more. Please find a lot more Originators. The Federation supporting the Shari went very well

and I am hoping for an alliance with them. I hope this series never ends. We can go to a parallel

universe to keep it going.

This story line goes back quite a ways, to the Moon and the discovery of Ariel, and subsequently

Clarissa, by Jeremy's father. A great story! The only problem is that apparently I can read them

faster than Raymond can write them. The story of Jeremy and the Special Five cannot end with just

2 more books! These characters have become "old friends"... please find a way to continue the



story. Thanks.

Enjoyed this book very much, hated for it to end. Can hardly wait for the next one. Raymond's

character development for the primary characters is so good I feel connected to them. Not wanting

their stories to end. I see another opportunity f or another series based on the Special 5's children.

Raymond Weil's collection of books on  are my absolute Syfi favorites. Keep them coming.

Story arc is great but...too many typos made this book seem rushed. Auto - correct probably

responsible for typos, for example"pantheon" instead of pathogen, "Kelvin" instead of Kevin, also

the Eternals referring to the Dyson sphere instead of the Shrieel before they knew the human term

for the it, etc, etc.The Eternals are somewhat disappointing too, very one dimensional, just Simulins

v2.0.
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